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Hello and

welcome

Sir David Sloman
Group chief executive

As we come to the end of 2017 I’d like to acknowledge the hard work and dedication of all of the staff here at 
the RFL. It’s the busiest time of the year and I know that everybody is doing their absolute best to ensure our 
patients get the high quality care they deserve.

More than 45 per cent of the RFL workforce – almost 4,200 of us – completed the 2017 NHS staff survey. Thank 
you to all those who took the time to complete it – what you said will make a real difference. We will listen to 
what you told us and act on your feedback.

It’s been a really exciting year for us with the introduction of our group model. I am proud of the way we have 
embraced the opportunity to transform our services and excited about the progress we have made in a short 
period of time.

2018 promises to be another seminal year for us with the opening of the new Chase Farm Hospital which is being 
redeveloped at incredible speed.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for everything you do for our patients, and for each other, and 
wish you all a happy and peaceful festive season.

Spice to meet you!
Pop star Emma Bunton brought some spice to the lives of staff, 

children and their families at BH this month.

The Heart radio presenter was joined by her fiance Jade Jones, 
formerly of boy band Damage, and Minnie and Micky Mouse. They 

chatted to fellow parents on Galaxy ward and quickly made friends with 
the children.

The visit, which included delivering donated presents to patients, was 
organised by the hospital and charity Camp Simcha. The charity’s annual toy drive 

sees over 70 nurseries, schools and community and youth groups collecting new toys 
and gifts for seriously ill children of all denominations who are spending the festive 
period in hospitals and hospices.

Emma and Jade happily posed for pictures with patients, parents and staff and paid tribute to the dedication of 
staff on the ward. She said: “I’m thrilled to come back to Barnet Hospital. I’ve stayed at the hospital and so have my 
family. It’s our local hospital and it really means a lot to me to be here.”

Andrea Nicholas, senior play specialist, said: “Christmas is a really special time of year on Galaxy ward. We always try 
and make it as special as possible for children and their families.”

More than 150 members of staff and their friends and family 
enjoyed a glittering evening in December to help raise funds 
for dementia care at BH. Dementia ball organisers Nirmala 
Evans, Lindsey McKenna, Carla Bispham and Doris Ajayi with 
stars from Holby City, Kaye Wragg and Bob Barrett

Emma with 
Shreena Patel and  
son Diyan

to the December edition of our monthly staff, members and 
governors’ magazine

Highlights from 
our new look 
dementia-friendly 10N

Staff, volunteers and representatives of the local 
community, celebrated the opening of the newly 
refurbished dementia-friendly ward at the RFH this 
month. 

The refurbishment on 10N ward has transformed the 
clinical area into a therapeutic and reminiscence space for 
elderly patients. This renovation is the first of its kind at  
the RFH. 

Patients can be transported back to Hampstead High 
Street in the 1970s thanks to the refurbishment. The 
corridor walls, which show headlines from the past, will 
be used to stimulate conversation and memories. The 
patient day room has also been transformed into a living-
dining room complete with a fireplace, dining tables and 
a TV playing hit films from the 60s and 70s.

The ward is also equipped with a post box, bus stop and 
a working hair salon, so patients can experience familiar 
settings during their recovery. 

The refurbishment of the ward was made possible by the 
generosity of the Community Infrastructure Levy fund 
and the support of the Royal Free Charity and the clinical 
and executive teams at the RFL. 

Danielle Wilde, trust dementia lead, said: “For a person 
with dementia, their main priority when in hospital is 
about establishing where they are, who we are and what 
we are going to do. Our main challenge is to build a 
world in which we can communicate with them and build 
a relationship.

“This new ward environment is almost like a set – it 
creates the perfect space to perform those interactions 
and form the connections that are essential in the care of 
dementia patients.”

Eduarda Rodrigues, ward matron, said: “The designs 
were all chosen by our patients and the 
multi-disciplinary team on 10N.” 

Stacey Brown, healthcare 
assistant on 10N said: “It’s 
brilliant. It makes our 
working environment 
much brighter as well – 
particularly with the 
flower-themed bays 
and the nurse’s 
station.”



What happened when the patient came to hospital?

“The patient had started to feel unwell on a Friday evening, with symptoms of a cold and shivering. By  
Monday morning they were brought into A&E in multiple organ failure, severe respiratory distress and  
suffered a cardiac arrest. 

“Within 90 minutes of admission they were intubated, ventilated and on maximum life support. They were 
immediately referred for extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) treatment at another hospital – this is 
used when a patient has a critical condition which prevents the lungs or heart from working normally. Tragically 
they died on the way, less than 72 hours from flu symptoms appearing.”

Was the patient vaccinated against flu?

“The patient wasn’t vaccinated against flu and was otherwise fit and well. We suspected flu immediately, 
which was confirmed by a standard viral swab. Had they been vaccinated, they would’ve had a much better 
chance of never catching it and most likely still be alive today.”

Were all the staff who cared for the patient vaccinated?

“Nine members of staff were involved in the patient’s cardiac arrest. Only two had been vaccinated against 
flu. The other seven immediately wanted their jab.

“Flu would usually have been diagnosed the next day but we tested the patient immediately due to 
them needing ECMO treatment. Had they survived longer and not needed to be transferred to 

another hospital, many more of our staff would’ve been exposed to flu.”

How rare is it for someone to die from flu?

“Although death is a rare outcome from catching flu, it’s important to know 
that it happens. Flu can kill. However, severe respiratory failure requiring 

intensive care is more common.”

Why should staff get their flu jab?

“Anyone who gets flu is likely to pass it onto at least two other 
people. So staff who get flu could either not be able to come 

to work and pass it onto their families, or they could have no 
symptoms, come to work and pass it onto their patients or 

colleagues. For the intensive care unit either case is a huge 
issue due to the type of patients we care for. We can’t 
afford to be without staff and we can’t afford to pass flu 
onto our patients.

“I firmly believe that we have a professional duty to be 
vaccinated. We’re talking about the health of our colleagues, 

patients and families. I think there’s an argument to be made 
that any frontline member of staff who doesn’t have the vaccine 

shouldn’t be allowed to come to work. It can be reasonably argued 
that if you choose not to have the flu vaccine, you’re taking a gamble 

that you may be putting a patient at risk. The flu vaccine doesn’t cause flu, 
it saves lives.”

Last flu season we cared for a patient in their 30s who died from flu within 72 hours of their symptoms 
appearing. Dr Jim Buckley, consultant intensivist at the RFH, who led on the patient’s care told us more…

Flu: our patient who died 
Dr Jim Buckley tells us more

 

Our flu prize winners 
Fifteen of our flu fighters won a £20 gift 
voucher for getting their jab in the first 
few weeks. We met three of them to find 
out why they got vaccinated…

Keeley Robinson, medical 
secretary in the urgent 

care centre, CFH: 
“I’m asthmatic so I have 
my flu jab every year. 
I’m the only secretary 

in my department so I 
wanted to avoid leaving the 

department unmanned. It’s 
good to do everything to avoid 

catching flu, especially with how bad the 
Australian strain has been this year.”

Melissa O’Brien, staff nurse in critical 
care, BH: 
“I got the jab mainly to protect my two 
young children. It’s also important to 
protect my patients and vulnerable adults, 
in case I was a carrier. In the patients at 
risk and resuscitation team (PARRT) I see 
patients of all ages, visit every department 
and often see the sickest patients.

“I think all staff should have the jab. It’s 
very accessible, especially being able to 
get it onsite for free. It felt amazing to 
win – I’m delighted I had the jab early. I 
think I’ll use my voucher towards a new 
outfit for our Christmas party.”

Dr Melanie Chan, renal specialist 
registrar, RFH:

“I have regular contact with 
renal transplant patients who 

are immunosuppressed 
and are more susceptible 

to getting infection, 
so I primarily had my 
jab to protect them. I 

also have a close family 
member undergoing 

chemotherapy and wanted to 
protect them too. 

“I’d recommend having your flu jab to 
protect your patients and for your own 
health. Flu can be serious in elderly, frail 
and immunosuppressed patients, and 
those with more than one condition. A 
simple, quick jab could reduce the risks. 

“It was a lovely surprise to win my voucher 
and I’ll buy some bubbly to celebrate!”

No bullying no 
bystanders: 
responding to 
the 2016 NHS 
staff survey

“Everyone knows about 

this person’s behaviour, 

they just don’t want to 

deal with it”
“There’s no support

– if I try to
 stop it 

myself, it will just

get worse”

We’re here to help you and your colleagues:

• Workforce team and ER service

• Facilitation and mediation service

• No bullying and harassment exec champions

• Speaking up champions

•	Care	
first

• StaffSide

• Staff networks – LGBT, BME and disability

Please contact the ER Service in confidence: 020 8375 1800 or email: rf.nobullying@nhs.net

positivelywelcomingactivelyrespectfulclearlycommunicatingvisiblyreassuring

No bullying no bystanders 

Busting bullying and harassment myths…
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We know from previous staff surveys that bullying and harassment is 
an issue for staff, so we’ve launched our ‘no bullying no bystanders’ 
campaign to address your concerns.

You can visit our new bullying and harassment Freenet portal or email 
rf.nobullying@nhs.net if you’ve experienced or witnessed bullying or 
harassment and would like to report it and get support.

We’re here to help you and your colleagues:
• Workforce team and ER service
• Facilitation and mediation service
• No bullying and harassment exec champions
• Speaking up champions
•	Care	first
• StaffSide
• Staff networks – LGBT, BME and disability

Please contact the ER Service in confidence: 020 8375 1800 or email: rf.nobullying@nhs.net

“If I report it, nothing 
will happen anyway”

“There’s nothing I can 
do to help colleagues if 
I witness bullying and 
harassment”

positivelywelcomingactivelyrespectfulclearlycommunicatingvisiblyreassuring

No bullying no bystanders 
Busting bullying and harassment myths…
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Addressing staff concerns in obstetrics 
and gynaecology 
Some staff in obstetrics and gynaecology told us through our 2016 staff 
survey, and by raising issues directly, that they felt bullied and harassed 
by patients, members of the public and managers. To tackle this, 
our organisational development team is working with the divisional 
director of nursing and midwifery and senior managers to try to 
improve the culture in the department.

So far, the following actions have taken place:  

•  Workshops were held with band 7s at BH and the RFH to discuss the 
results of the 2016 staff survey and to focus on leadership and team 
working. The workshops also helped to develop actions that the 
band 7s and the whole department can use to make improvements. 

•  A staff improvement action plan was developed, using the 
outcomes from the workshops and feedback from staff. It also 
focussed on the Royal College of Midwives ‘Caring for You’ 
campaign, which aims to improve midwives’ health, safety and 
wellbeing at work so they’re able to provide high quality maternity 
care for women and their families. 

•  A tailored 360 degree feedback questionnaire has been developed 
for band 7s and band 8s, which gathers responses from the staff 
they line manage, their colleagues and their managers. It is 
currently being piloted on the RFH labour ward and will support the 
development of the individual leaders.

Deborah Sanders, group chief nursing officer and no bullying and 
harassment executive champion, said: “It’s encouraging that staff in 
obstetrics and gynaecology raised the issues that were affecting them, 
so we could address them.

“It’s really important that we tackle bullying and harassment in any 
area of the trust. The work taking place in this department should lead 
to our staff feeling more comfortable and happy at work, which will 
also have positive results for our patients.”

We’ll provide you with updates on progress in obstetrics and 
gynaecology, and in other departments, in future issues of Freepress.
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While this work continues more than 400 
construction workers, including electricians, 
lift installers, floor layers and painters, are on 
site each day working hard to complete the 
building. The outside of the building is almost 
finished and can be seen from the viewing 
platform on top of the multi-storey car park. 

All staff are encouraged to come along to 
the next redevelopment open forum on 15 
December from 12.30-1pm in Greenfields 
restaurant to meet the redevelopment team 
and ask any questions about the new hospital.

More information is available on Freenet (click 
legacy intranet and look in the middle box or 
search CFH redevelopment).

  

Countdown  
to the new CFH

Next autumn, the newest and most digitally advanced 
hospital in the NHS will open. 

Staff and services are busy preparing for the move into the 
new CFH with the help of the redevelopment team. Some 

services, including occupational health, haematology and oncology 
and diabetes, have already been relocated into a few core areas of 

the existing site. This has enabled them to begin working as they will in 
the new hospital layout. 

During December the urology/rheumatology pod and clinics will be relocating 
to clinic 10 in Highlands wing and main out-patients in the Clocktower building. 

The chemotherapy day unit moved to Napier ward in Highlands wing during the 
summer. Louise Edwards, lead nurse for chemotherapy, said: “Our team had been working in their previous 
location for over ten years so having to change the way they work was initially quite challenging.

“However, we have seen some real benefits. The new 
location has helped solve our previous issues around 
confidentiality, as the nurse base was in the same room as 
the treatment area. It’s now outside of this area allowing 
patient information to be discussed privately. It’s also 
resulted in fewer interruptions for staff preparing drugs. 

“Our move has shown us there is still a lot of work to do 
before we all move into the new hospital. I’m currently 
streamlining all trust chemotherapy day units paperwork 
to ensure all necessary patient information is included on 
the new IT system.”
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Louise Edwards (second from 
right) with the chemotherapy 

day unit team

An ambitious team of seven at the specialist centre for kidney cancer, led by urology consultant Ravi Barod, 
carried out three nephrectomy (surgical removal of a kidney) operations on a single Saturday, as opposed to the 
usual two, with the help of the da Vinci Xi® robot.

Ravi said: “We had no extra resources but we selected relatively straightforward cases and ensured the team was 
briefed and motivated. Performing three operations can effectively increase theatre efficiency by 50 per cent.

“The plan is to perform three cases on all of our Saturday lists from now on, with the aim of doing an extra 52 cases 
a year, and see how we can make this work for weekday lists, when the operating department is much busier.”

Instead of the surgeon using standard tools via keyhole surgery they use a console to control the robot which 
carries out the operation with a greater range of movement than the human hand. The RFH purchased the robot 
18 months ago to offer the best possible treatment for patients and help meet the increase in demand as it is a 
specialist centre for kidney cancer, with five surgeons who solely operate on the disease. 

Using the robot results in a quicker recovery time for the patients, as there is less bleeding and less pain. This, 
coupled with the enhanced recovery after surgery programme, which gets patients moving and avoids strong 
pain killers, meant that two of the three patients went home the next day and the third patient left less than 48 
hours after their surgery. Prior to this, patients stayed in hospital for four to five days after this operation.   

The operations, from first incision to last stitch, took an average of 90 minutes with actual operation time of less 
than an hour. Usually patients need only this surgery as their treatment for kidney cancer.

Ravi added: “The key thing is case selection. We carefully selected non-complex patients – they’d had no previous 
surgeries and required the whole kidney to be removed. It’s also important to build an effective working team so 
people remain motivated.” 

The RFL is the specialist treatment centre for kidney cancer across north central London, north east London 
and west Essex. It’s the highest volume kidney cancer centre in the UK and last year it saw 360 patients for 
nephrectomy. 

For more information contact: r.barod@nhs.net.

Robo docs save more lives

Recycling cheer
Out of date masks and goggles have been given a new  
lease of life thanks to a partnership between CFH and a charity  
called Professional Relief Organisation (PRO), led by a member of RFL staff.

PRO’s president is Asghar Muhammad, who works as an ITU charge nurse at the RFH. He 
has collected unwanted and out of date stock from CFH, as a result of the decommissioning 
of the site and the ‘dump the junk’ initiative and transported it to Bangladesh.

Items now being reused include boxes of out of date safety goggles and masks. The 
equipment is being used in the Rohningya camp where 800,000 refugees have fled from 
Myanmar. The PRO team has a medical camp there and Asghar’s colleagues in ITU have 
also donated new and used clothes.

Asghar Muhammad said: “We’ve made it possible to use the goggles and masks with no 
compromise in infection control. We’d like to thank everyone who has made this possible. It’s invaluable for the 
medics who are often seeing people in very poor health.”

Frances Bambury, relocation and commissioning officer, said: “It’s been a real pleasure to be able to help 
Ashghar in his mission and make sure the out of date stock can have a new purpose. It’s a great recycling story.”

PRO is also supported by the Royal Free International department.

For more information contact: asgharmuhammad@nhs.net.
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Financial improvement 
programme update 
As with an increasing number of NHS trusts, the RFL has a financial shortfall planned  
for this year. We‘ve set a £27.5 million deficit budget. 

It is important we all collectively respond to the financial challenge and reduce costs,  
while making quality improvements and putting patient safety first.

We know the second half of the year is always the most challenging because of rising patient demand pressures 
on hospitals, particularly for unplanned care. But if we don’t improve our finance performance we will miss our 
plan for the year and next year will be even more difficult.

The key priority for the remainder of this year is spending less money. You can help with this by: 

• Do the basics well – keep a close eye on spending decisions and take responsibility to reduce wasteful costs

•  Reduce temporary staffing spend – we spend a lot, about £2.5 million per month, on temporary staff. We’ve 
made real progress in nursing spend. Plan ahead and consider the options available when you need staff cover 

•  Savings ideas – if you have an idea about how we can save money speak to your manager, finance contact or 
email rf-tr.financial-recovery@nhs.net

Even small changes can add up. Some of our upcoming changes will be tough, but we all need to  
work together to meet our long term ambitions for the trust.

Freenet 2 – an 
update on the 
new intranet
Work is going on behind the scenes to develop 
and deliver a new and vastly improved intranet 
– Freenet 2. While a launch date hasn’t yet been 
confirmed, here’s a look at the progress we have 
made so far and what to expect in the coming 
weeks.

Freenet 2 has reached the production stage of its build which means we now have a working site. However, there 
is still much to do; content needs to be written and checked, content editors need to be trained and robust content 
governance has to be put in place before we go live.

The phone book is in its testing phase and prior to launch we want to make sure all staff have a chance to update 
their own phone book entry to make Freenet 2 useful to others. When you view a colleague’s profile in the new 
phone book, not only will you get their contact information and location, you can also see who’s in their network, 
what documents they have published as well as any articles they’ve written. 

We have been training content editors on how to update pages in their own areas. We are now developing training 
materials in written and video formats. Training for staff who will be using the content management system to 
update pages will start again in the new year and we will advertise the dates in advance. 

We will also carry out a number of workshops to help teams plan what content will be on their pages and how 
they can work together to provide information that is easy to find, easy to understand and effectively targets their 
chosen audience.

For more information search Freenet 2.0 on Freenet. 
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Our SFB heroes 
We’ve had a great response to our search for our 
safer, faster, better (SFB) heroes but know there 
are many more heroes out there. 

If you know an individual or team who is doing 
exceptional work to help get our patients home 
sooner nominate them on Freenet.

Meet some more of our SFB heroes:

Lucinda Wessel, matron, 
BH  
“Wes has embraced the 
Red2Green element of 
the SFB programme. 
She has empowered 
and supported her 
own wards to have the 
discussions every day 
at board round and to 
submit the data via the 
survey monkey tool. 

She is a regular 
attender to the steering 
board and raises very 
relevant issues and 
makes improvement 
suggestions.

When she is matron 
on site at the weekend 
she includes Red2Green 
reviews as a priority 
for her workload and 
increases the submission 
rate on those dates. She 
is a true advocate for the 
concept.”

Jeffrey  
Adu-Twum, 
discharge 
coordinator, RFH 
“Jeffrey is always 
helpful with 
enquiries about 
our complex 
discharges. He 
works alongside 
the nurse in 
charge and is a 
really important 
part of our team. 
He’s a legend!” 

Chloe Belchak, discharge coordinator, RFH  
“She’s very thorough with her job. She makes sure that 
our patients are always discharged safely.”

Vascular surgery and paediatrics 
lead the way with medical 
eRoster pilot
Consultants and junior doctors from vascular surgery and 
paediatrics are taking a leading role in an electronic rostering 
pilot project. 

Their involvement has offered valuable insight into what 
is required in an electronic system to enable the effective 
management of complex medical rosters. 

Dr Mike Greenberg, medical director for BH, and one of the clinical champions of the project, said: “This is an 
exciting opportunity for the trust to expand its current use of eRostering. This new system will offer a wider range 
of benefits, specifically to our doctors including providing them with real time visibility of who is working where 
and when, being able to book study leave and annual leave quickly, and viewing their own and others rosters and 
leave via an app on a smartphone.”

The plastic surgery and emergency departments will join the pilot in January 2018.

For more information search medical eRoster pilot on Freenet.
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Paediatric consultants Sasha Krichevskaya  
and Kin Man receiving their eRoster 
training from Pablo Jorrin, senior e-Roster 
facilitator (centre)



 

Christina Reed, physician associate
What do you do on a daily basis?
This is quite a new role in the NHS and I am the only physician associate at the 
RFH, so my duties are quite expansive. I work with a variety of teams including 
oncology, neuroendocrine tumour and haematology. I carry out the initial tests and 
bloods while also keeping an eye on them to ensure everything is ok during their stay. I can’t 
prescribe medicine, but work with my senior colleagues to ensure that everything is set up and 
ready for them when they see the patient. Should there be any problems, I am in the perfect position to 
assess them and determine whether these are procedural issues or something else – I’m usually the go to contact 
for our patients on the ward.  

What is the best part of your job?
I work with a great team of nurses and doctors who deliver world class care and help me in my role. As I do not rotate 
from my position like junior doctors, I often see our patients quite regularly. This means I’m able to build a relationship 
with them and can remember what issues or problems they are experiencing and prepare for these. As I know our 
patients quite well it is lovely to see them around the hospital where they come and thank me for caring for them.

What piece of advice would you give to anyone looking to enter this role? 
I would say that the intensive training was probably the hardest two years of my life! You then go into your placement 
in the seventh week which can be quite difficult if you have no hospital experience. It is important for you to 
remember that although the training may be hard, you will be in a perfect position to make a difference and improve 
the lives of patients. Focus on your training during those two years – you won’t have any time for Netflix!

If you were not in this role, what would you be doing instead? 
It would definitely be something to do with patient care; I previously worked as a dental nurse for eight years 
and enjoyed the communications aspect of the role. You do have some difficult conversations with people, but 
you can also give them a boost and make a real difference to their experience.

Physician associates are becoming more common in the NHS, how do trusts benefit from employing them? 
The role offers a great deal of support to busy teams. Having an extra pair of hands on the wards makes things 
so much easier for other staff members and improves the quality of care we give to our patients.

Tell us something that not many people know about you? 
I wear pink tinted glasses just like Reese Witherspoon in Legally Blonde. I notice people looking and they must 
think it’s a fashion statement, but in reality they are prescription as I struggle to see through normal lenses! 

For more information contact: christina.reed@nhs.net. 

Dates for your diary
Chief executives’ 
briefings
18 December, 9-9.30am,  
council chamber, ECC

18 December, 10-10.30am,  
lecture theatre, CFH

19 December, 1-1.30pm,  
Peter Samuel Hall, RFH

21 December, 9.30-10am,  
lecture theatre, BH

Chase it up 
Drop-in sessions with Natalie 
Forrest, CFH chief executive 
and Dr Alan McGlennan, CFH 
medical director 

Every Monday at 11.30am,  
site management office, CFH

CFH redevelopment 
staff forum
Come along to Meet the 
redevelopment team and ask 
questions about the new hospital 

15 December, 12.30-1pm, 
Greenfields restaurant, CFH 

Clinical practice 
event for nurses and 
midwives
Drop in to meet and talk to 
specialist nurses and staff, ask 
questions about policies, practices 
and competencies and update 
knowledge and practice clinical 
skills.

8 December, 10am-2.30pm, atrium, 
RFH

RFL rounds  
‘We couldn’t do it without you: 
celebrating the contribution of non-
clinical staff’

14 December, 1-2pm, atrium, RFH

‘How we persist: celebrating 
impossible work in difficult times’ 

19 December, 1-2pm, education 
centre, BH

Royal Free Radio 
launch
Join station volunteers to celebrate 
Radio Enfield merging with the 
Royal Free Charity

15 December,10.30am-1pm, 
Highlands wing, CFH

Council of governors’ 
meeting 
23 January, 6-8pm, atrium, RFH

More information on all dates is 
available on Freenet events.

60 seconds with… 
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Apprentice takes home award 
Congratulations to Omprakash Beniwal, a senior healthcare assistant at CFH, who was awarded the silver trophy 

at the Our Health Heroes Awards in the Apprentice of the Year category. 

Omprakash was nominated for his work in the RFL’s busy chemotherapy units. He said: “I’m so 
grateful for the support I’ve received from my colleagues, managers and tutors. I want to 

use the skills I’ve gained to help patients when they are going through what is a really 
tough time in their lives.”

Mark Edwards, charge nurse at CFH’S haematology and oncology unit said: 
“Many of our patients naturally have moments where they struggle 

emotionally with the psychological impact of cancer.

“Omprakash never presumes that it’s not his responsibility to listen 
to them. He will pull up a chair and say what he can to make these 
moments a little better.

“He manages to deliver what I would class as an appropriate sense of 
humour to his work which makes all our patients days a little brighter, 

and mine also. His precision to every task he performs is outstanding; 
from making tea for patients to assisting in bone marrow biopsies, 

Omprakash delivers quality.”

Let the tills ring
The latest Royal Free Charity shop has now opened  
in Potters Bar bringing the number of shops to three. 
All profits are used to fund the services the charity 
provides to patients, visitors and staff at BH, CFH and 
the RFH.

To support the shops people can donate, shop or 
volunteer. Donations can be made directly at  
the stores. If you want to ‘pull-up and drop off’ please 
call the shop in advance to arrange.

•  9 Church Street, Enfield EN2 6AF Tel: 020 8363 5141 
open Monday-Sunday 9.30am-5.30pm 

•  100 Shenley Road, Borehamwood WD6 1EB  
Tel: 020 8207 4827 open Monday-Saturday 9am-5pm 

•  55 Darkes Lane, Potters Bar EN6 1BJ Tel: 01707 658 779 
open Monday- Saturday 9am-5pm 

Laura Muir, shops project manager, said: “There are lots of ways you can help such as buying your secret 
santa gift from one of our shops and encouraging your colleagues to do the same. Alternatively when you are 
doing your Christmas shopping you could buy one small additional gift and donate it to us. We hope you get 
everything you want this Christmas but if not do consider donating any unwanted presents to one of our shops.”

For more information contact: laura.muir@royalfreecharity.org. 
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Our local schools need you
Passionate people are wanted to spark enthusiasm for a career in the NHS among school students.

Leanne Chaney, education manager, leads the apprenticeship programme at the RFL, and this autumn  
has talked to more than 1,000 14 to 18 year-olds about career opportunities in the NHS.

Leanne said: “The students were really surprised that there are jobs in the NHS beyond being a doctor, nurse or 
midwife. It was fantastic to see their excitement at the career options available to them.”

Leanne is looking for staff who enjoy their jobs to talk to students about their career 
choices and highlight the diverse opportunities available from business administration 

and nursing assistants to working as a chef or in human resources.

Tia Miles, who features on our apprenticeship leaflets and banners, started a 
finance apprenticeship as a school leaver in September 2015. She said: “I’m going 

to tell everyone to do an apprenticeship. I was set up to succeed with the 
support around me and I am confident I will do well. I also have a head 
start on my friends who went to university who are just getting their 
careers going.”

For more information contact: l.chaney@nhs.net.

Congratulations to our  
long service staff
Our annual long service awards, recognising members of staff who have 25 or 40 years’ continuous,  
substantive service with the RFL, took place in November.

All members of staff reaching 25 or 40 years’ service over the last year were invited to attend the awards which 
were led by Sir David Sloman, group chief executive and Caroline Clarke, group deputy chief executive and chief 
finance officer.

More than 30 members of staff attended the ceremony at the RFH with their friends and family and were 
awarded a certificate and set of vouchers. The awards ceremony was followed by a festive afternoon tea.

Sir David said: “This year 60 members of staff have reached the milestone of 25 or 40 years’ continuous and 
dedicated service to the Royal Free London. Between them they have worked a staggering 1,624 years! 

“I’d like to thank these wonderful staff who’ve dedicated their careers to the trust and extend our thanks to their 
families, for supporting them so they could come to work. Their knowledge and experience gained from working 
with us for so many years is a huge strength for us, for their colleagues and for our patients. Their commitment to 
their roles and to the organisation is incredible and we are delighted to celebrate their achievement with them.”

Leanne talking to students at Hendon School 


